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As a new century dawns over America, and buildings of steel
and glass reach skywards, demand for minerals breathes life
into the Appalachian mining industry. Savvy investors
turn baron overnight as they secure contracts with
buyers in New York and Chicago.
On the cusp of this new age, you lead a growing mining
company eager for success. Direct your workers into the
mines, fill orders to meet the industry’s demand, and develop
your business to secure your legacy for generations to come.
Profit, prosperity, and purchase can only be found...in the ore!

OBJECTIVE AND OVERVIEW
Contracts, and investing your money into developments and buildings!
Ore: the Mining Game is played over a series of game rounds, during which you will assign your workers
the player with the most victory points (VP) wins!
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ROUNDS AND PHASES

MINES, MINERALS,
AND CONTRACTS
1

The game is played over a series of seven rounds, and each
round is broken into three Phases:
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Tasking Phase - Where players assign their workers to enter
Collection Phase - Where workers in mines collect
Business Phase

dig these Minerals out of the
Mines, or you can buy them at
The best way to do that
is with Contracts, which
represent your commitment
to sell resources to buyers
over the course of multiple
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WORKER PLACEMENT
During the Tasking Phase, you will take actions by assigning
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assign a worker to a space, you immediately take the action
associated with that space, unless it is a Mine space!
Certain spaces, marked with these icons, allow all players
the player that assigned the worker there, you will take the
Primary (left) action, and all other players take the Secondary

Spaces with workers in them are considered blocked, and

Filling a Contract row grants

Completed Contracts are
placed into your scoring
pile, and reward you with
victory points and a chance to

Completing Contracts opens
a window of opportunity
to purchase Building Cards
Building Cards provide
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COMPONENTS
1

Unfold the game board and place it in the center of the play
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1 Game Board

32 Mine Cards

7 Lead, 7 Coal, 6 Copper,
7 Iron, and 5 Gold

30 Workers

5 blue, red, yellow, green,
brown, and white “temp”
Workers
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30 Lead

30 Copper

30 Gold

5
6

30 Coal

5 Reference
Cards

5 Mine Cage Tokens
Double-sided

1 Round
Tracker Token

Place all Drill Bit tokens, and the Private Mine and Mine Cage
tokens in all active player colors, on the game board in their

Each player places one of his or her Worker Meeples on the

30 Iron

125 Resource Cubes

5 Drill Bit Tokens 5 Private Mine Tokens
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Take the top card of each mine deck and place it face-up in its
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Place all resource cubes and money cards beside the game board
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Then deal Contract cards to the spaces along the bottom edge of
the game board (known as the Contract Row), based on the
placed on the Contract Row; with three or four players, the
tract
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Place the Overtime tile appropriate to your player count on the
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120 Money Cards

40 “$1” cards, 20 “$5” cards,
20 “$10” cards, and 40 “$20

40 Contract Cards 64 Building Cards
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Deal out one resource of each type to each player–gold, iron,
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The player with the most loose change in his/her pockets takes

If playing with two players, see the two-player variant

5 “5x”
Resource Tokens
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1 First Player
Marker

2 Overtime Tiles
for games with 3+
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FIVE PLAYERS

THREE TO FOUR PLAYERS
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PHASE 1: TASKING

THE MINES

CONTRACTS
Contracts allow you to sell your resources for the best prices, to

The Mines are the most common source of lead, coal, copper, iron,
occupied by another worker, you cannot assign your worker to that
Unlike other spaces on the game board, you do not take an action
Collection Phase, each worker in a Mine will collect resources as
indicated on its current space, then proceed downward to the next

ever, taking on a Contract means you are committing to providing

Each card in the Contracts section is attached to its own worker

owner pays to recall it, or that worker is unable to proceed deeper
Then, immediately replace that card with a new draw from the
While a worker can only be assigned to the topmost space, it is
into your play area, and put the other two cards on the bottom of
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determines its price at the
Commodity Market, and

1
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Note: There is no limit to the number of Contracts you may have
in your play area, but be careful not to overcommit yourself!

$8
$10

4
require the appropriate mine
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resources that you must provide if you do

3
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The victory point value of the Contract,
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Icons indicating how many Building cards
you may immediately purchase upon

COMMODITY
MARKET
When you assign a worker to the Commodity Market, you will
take the Primary action: choose a resource of any type, then buy
up to two, or sell up to two, of that resource at its current Market
Then, each other player may choose to buy up to one, or sell up to

BUILDING CARDS
Diversifying and investing in a variety of structures is the
best way to spend your money to acquire victory points!

of the Building deck and put it into your hand–you may
allows you to purchase a Building, you may choose up to
one Building card in your hand, pay its cost (in money or

will have a one-time opportunity to purchase the indicated
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AGENCY

2
3
“Buy” space. He declares that he would like to buy two Copper
from the general supply (the maximum amount possible from a
current Market Value is $5). Each other player may now spend
$5 to purchase one Copper if they wish.

1

Name
Title of the building

2

Value
card will score you at the end of

$6

1

3

Costs
resources are required to
purchase this card from your
hand and place it in your scoring

WHEN BUILT

4
You may recruit a worker
(if able), paying all costs.

4

Many Building cards provide a
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MINE CAGE

DRILL BIT

have a Mine Cage token, upgrade your token to its

out the appropriate mine cage token, your workers will be unable

-

When assigning a worker to a mine, you may return
a Drill Bit token to the supply to place that worker on
if that
space is unoccupied.

Drill Bit to enter an occupied space, but you may use a Drill Bit to

RECRUIT

resources from his current space, and then must advance one

Pay the amount of money indicated beside the
space, based on the order players recruited their

Mine Cage, his worker must immediately exit the mine. Since
his miner is the deepest in the mine, that mine becomess
worker proceeds as normal.

If you still have another worker in the Recruit area, place it into
Business Phase, recall this new worker as well and you may assign

that Mine Cages have on this process, see the Collection Phase
If you have already recruited your extra worker this game, you
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Workers that begin the game in the designated Recruit area cannot
that worker still must stand by at the Recruitment space until the

PERMIT
OFFICE

PRIVATE
MINE

may pay to draw up to three cards from the Building

choose a mine type, and place the top card from
white temp worker from the Private Mine area, and

-

Private Mine token in your player color, and place it to mark your
During the Collection Phase, you will collect resources from this

OVERTIME
Once a Private Mine is exhausted (see: Collection Phase), return
the temp worker and your Private Mine token to the Private Mine
area, and place the mine card on the bottom of its appropriate

When playing with three or more players, one or more

You may not have more than one Private Mine at a time. No
other workers may be assigned to Private Mines other than the
temp worker initially assigned to it. You cannot use your Drill Bit
to advance a temp worker into a Private Mine.

not include the Mines.)

do
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ADVANCE ORDERS

PHASE 2: COLLECTION
During the Collection Phase, players collectively
take the following steps:

Unlike in the Business Phase, this is optional–you will not lose

1. Gather Resources from Mines
2. Advance Workers
3. Replace Exhausted Mines

row during the Business Phase, you will lose the Contract!

1. Gather Resources from Mines - For each of your workers
in a mine, collect resources from the supply equal to the value

Blake gathers one Iron from the topmost space and two from the
Contract, you may complete that Contract and purchase the
indicated Building cards as normal.

2. Advance Workers - Each worker moves one space deeper
indicates how many resources that worker will gather during the

FINAL ROUND

Remember: Your workers cannot advance unless you have the
appropriate Mine Cage token!

assign your workers to any space
spaces on the game board, except

her worker.
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3. Replace Exhausted Mines
of two conditions has been met:

PHASE 3: BUSINESS

advance (see Condition 1 example)
During the Business Phase, players perform
the following tasks, in order, simultaneously:

• The deepest worker in a mine must advance to the next
space, but its controller does not hold the appropriate
Mine Cage token (see Condition 2 example)

1. Sell next row on all contracts.
activated the Initiative space this round.

Condition 1:
this Iron mine at the beginning of the Collection Phase. He
gathers his resources as normal, but there is no deeper space
for him to advance his worker. This mine becomes exhausted.

3. Recall workers ($5 if in a mine)
4. Replace the taken Contracts.
5. Advance the Round Tracker.

1. Fill Contracts
resources spent this way on the Contract cards to track which rows
exactly one row on each of your Contracts–you may
Condition 2:

“leader,” and she cannot advance, the mine is exhausted.
Contract is discarded, and you do not receive payment for

you completed one or more of those Contracts, take the
following steps:

1
When a mine becomes exhausted, return it to the bottom of its

Once all steps in the Collection Phase have been

2
3

Return all resources on the completed Contract(s) to the
For each
icon on the completed Contract(s), you
may purchase one Building card from your hand by

Place the completed Contract card face-down onto your
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2. Pass First Player Token

Perform this step only if no
worker was assigned to the Advanced Orders space this
round

3. Recall Workers - Gather all of your workers from the game
board, except those currently assigned to mines and place them
Otherwise, those workers remain in the mines and will continue to
You cannot recall your worker from the Recruitment area until
you have taken the Recruit action and paid the appropriate cost.
4. Replace the Taken Contracts - Replace the contracts in

places them on his Contract cards as shown above. He collects a
total of $18 from the bank.
starting with the Tasking Phase. If the seventh
discard pile.
EA
SLAG H P

$17

1

2

WHEN BUILT

rces
three resou
Sell up to
value.
at market

indicated on his newly-completed
Contract. He pays $17 to the bank to buy
the SLAG HEAP card from his hand,
takes the “when built” action indicated at
the bottom of the card, and places that
card face-down in his scoring pile.

EITHER ORE
Certain Contracts feature icons like
spend either
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TWO PLAYER VARIANT
all copper mine cards and resource cubes to the
game box, and do not deal a copper resource to
Return all Contract and Building cards not

add the following values together:
• The victory points indicated on all of your
Completed Contract cards in your
scoring pile

Game Design:
Illustration:

• The victory points indicated on all of your
Completed Building cards in your
scoring pile

Graphics:
Game Development:
Playtesters:

Group

Incomplete Contracts, leftover resources, and unpurchased
Building cards in your hand do not score any victory points!
The player with the most victory points wins! In case of a tie, the

Special Thanks: The McClintock family, Grandpa and Grandma Steingisser
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Drill Bit

Private Mine
consists of three phases:

1. Tasking Phase
Contracts, acquire developments, or employ a variety of other

2. Collection Phase

Collect resources from workers in mines, then advance those

3. Business Phase

Fill Contracts, recall workers, refresh the Contract row, and ad-

Each other player may pay to draw up to two cards from

Recruit
is determined by how many players have recruited

Mine Cage

EITHER ORE
Certain Contracts feature icons like

Advanced Orders

spend either

Commodity Market

Choose a resource, and buy/sell up to two of that remay choose to buy or sell up to one of that same
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